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AEDIP adhered to the manifesto for the adoption of good practices of   

Project Management in the Management of European Funds 

 

 
 

The European plan "Next Generation EU", designed to revive the European economy in the post-

pandemic scenario, and transform the productive fabric of the union will leave around 4500 million 

euros for the rehabilitation of the building stock in our country. AEDIP joins the manifesto drafted 

by PMI Madrid, AEIPRO, IPMA and PM2 in the revindication of the principles and methodologies 

of Project Management and Management as the best way to manage European funds. 
  
AEDIP, as an association of companies specialized in the provision of services based on the 

methodologies of Project Management and Management in the construction sector, endorses the 
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demands of the manifesto and shares the need for the different levels of administration to adhere to 

the methodologies and tools of Project Management and Management. 
  
AEDIP supports both organizations and professionals involved in Project Management to 

demonstrate both their training and experience in project management and is in favor of its regulation 

by law for projects, programs and portfolios in the public administration. 
  
"The body of knowledge of Project Management has evolved over the past 60 years to manage 

projects, programs and portfolios as efficiently as possible. It is an inescapable responsibility for the 

administration to make use of the best tools available to manage the funds from the European 

taxpayer. We must not forget that these grants are intended to improve people's lives, and that the 

better they are managed, the greater the positive impact they will produce," says  José Gil (AEDIP 

secretary).  
  
On June 2, 2021 at 6:30 p.m. an event was held to publicize that manifesto.  

 
 policy 

XVIII Annual Congress of Project Managers "Recovery and resilience,   

projects for a new stage" 
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There has been a “before” and “after” in project management during the year 2020, previously 

unthinkable forms of work have been used massively, new ways of coordinating teams and, above 

all, work without direct interpersonal contact has become popular. Various government organizations, 

such as the European Union, have had a huge amount of means to achieve recovery, aiming to emerge 

stronger from the pandemic. "It is time to work to create a greener, more digital and more resilient 

Europe." 

The purpose of the XVIII Annual Congress of Project Managers is to objectify this transformation, 

generate spaces where to share theoretical and practical knowledge of these projects, and give 

visibility to the importance of the recovery processes, including the people involved and the processes 

underway. 

How is this recovery taking place? What are the most relevant recovery projects? Are there and will 

there be transformations or simple adaptations? 

Who is carrying out these recovery processes? Is there a Project Manager in charge of these 

processes? How do organizations assume this? 

What has been and is being the profile of the Project Manager in charge of these recovery projects? 

What are your Competencies? To try to answer these current questions, PMI Madrid Spain, has 

focused the theme of this Congress paying special attention to the events of 2021, and with special 

focus on the following aspects: 

• Relevant recovery projects. 

• Who, how and why these processes have been carried out during this year? 

• How public or private organizations, and even government, are performing to plan for 

transformation and recovery. 

The Congress will be divided into 4 blocks, practically coinciding with the recovery plans underway: 

Environment, Digital Transformation, Demographic Cohesion, and Social and Territorial Cohesion. 

The Congress will be held next Wednesday, November 17, 2021 from 3:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at the 

Casa de Vacas Theater, located in the Retiro Park in Madrid, with limited capacity given the current 

circumstances, and will be free access via "streaming" through the usual channels of the Chapter, in 

order to increase the dissemination of Project Management with companies and professionals not only 

from Spain but from all over the world of Spanish speaking. 
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